Task chairs for the active office.
Chairs based on real, individual needs.

Work is becoming a function not a place. More and more office environments are based on the principles of keeping people optimally productive regardless of where they are. Today, a task chair must meet very different requirements depending on the office’s way of working and what the tasks at hand are. Some people spend their whole day sitting down; others are on their feet virtually all the time. We design our task chairs with these two extremes in mind.

Our focus areas:
- Excellent ergonomics
- User friendliness
- Safety and quality tested and approved
- Flexibility and options
- Excellent form and function
- Environmentally friendly

We always keep the individual needs in mind, but our job is also to see the bigger picture – how the business and the people within it come together. That is how we make the most out of our expertise, what we’re made of. That is our way of making your business work.
EFG ONE – Our simplest idea so far. Our most flexible chair ever.

EFG ONE inc. Automatic comfort adjustment of tilt resistance in the back depending on user needs. Back and seat follow each other in a 4:1 relationship. The backrest can be locked in an upright position and is adjustable in height.

Optional
- Fixed, adjustable or multifunctional armrests
- Headrest
- Back support (mesh back)
- Higher seat height and footring

EFG ONE sync. Personal adjustments and individual comfort adjustment of tilt resistance in the back. Back and seat follow each other in a 2.7:1 synchro relationship. Sliding back for easy seat depth regulation. The mechanism can be locked in four positions and the back height is easily adjustable. The seat may be tilted forward.

Optional
- Fixed, adjustable or multifunctional armrests
- Headrest
- Higher seat height and footring

EFG ONE is our new family of task chairs designed with simplicity and flexibility in mind. Easy to use, easy to like and flexible enough to suit all. A timeless design with a fit that suits many different needs – EFG ONE is a perfect solution for the modern office. Choose between EFG ONE inc with a minimum of adjustments and EFG ONE sync where you are able to make several personal adjustments to fit your specific needs.

Optional
- Fixed, adjustable or multifunctional armrests
- Headrest
- Higher seat height and footring

Fabric covered back 41 cm, with two types of backshell, plastic or upholstered.

Fabric covered back 50 cm, with two types of backshell, plastic or upholstered.

Mesh back 55 cm.

Mesh back 53 cm.
EFG Splice
EFG Splice is a complete task chair. The highest level of ergonomics backed up with exciting design and exceptional functionality. The chair is also available with our free-float function enabling it to follow your body’s movements, giving the energy and confidence to tackle a full day at your desk.

2 different seating mechanisms
• Synchro – back and seat follow each other in a 2:1 synchro relationship
• Free-float – seat and back move independently to one another following the body’s movements

Optional
• Adjustable or multifunctional armrests
• Headrest with or without coat hanger
• Pneumatic back support

EFG Teamspirit
EFG Teamspirit is a family of affordable chairs with a lot of functionality. All three models have the same uniform design with different mechanisms and backs.

3 different seating mechanisms
• Manual adjustment
• Manual adjustment and seat slope
• Synchro – back and seat follow each other in a 2:1 synchro relationship to one another

3 different backs
• Normal back, upholstered, plastic backshell
• High back, upholstered, plastic backshell
• Mesh back

Optional
• Fixed or adjustable armrests
• Higher seat height and footring
• Pneumatic back support for upholstered backs
EFG Allegro

EFG Allegro is a flexible chair available in several varieties within the same family. The chair is fitted with a wide and generous seat. A slim back is optional in case you require greater movement. All models are available with manual or synchro adjustments and each chair has a wide variety of options for personal adjustments.

2 different seating mechanisms
- Manual adjustment and seat slope
- Manual adjustment and tilt

Optional
- Adjustable or multifunctional armrests
- Headrest
- Pneumatic back support

3 different backs
- Normal back
- High back, narrowing
- High back, rounded

EFG Saddle Seat

EFG Saddle Seat is a basic task chair, dynamically adjustable for sit/stand working positions. The saddle seat is available with or without back, covered in black fabric or black leather.

2 different varieties
- With back
- Without back

Adjustable back height
Adjustable back angle
Adjustable seat height
Black or polished five star base

Adjustable back height
Adjustable or multifunctional armrests

Sliding seat
Black or polished five star base

Normal back, rounded
High back, narrowing
Without back
EFG is a leading provider of interior office solutions. Regardless of whether you are a large corporation or a small business just starting out, our company and the way we work are based on the simple idea that all customers are unique. That's why we approach each assignment, large or small, on an individual basis, meeting specific needs, one case at a time.